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Ronk Electrical strives every day to manufacture 
top of the line products for your electrical needs. 
Ronk Electrical has a durable and trusted line of 
products, including but not limited to: our various 
switch products, phase converters, stray voltage 
isolators, power factor correction capacitors, and 
of course – our dual unit combination product - 
our Meter Socket with Circuit Breaker. These units 
are enclosed in our NEMA 3R Aluminum and are 
corrosion resistant, making these all-in-one prod-
ucts extraordinarily lightweight and easy to install.

Our 200 AMP Meter Socket Circuit Breakers come 
in either 4 jaw horn or 4 or 5 jaw lever bypass 
options, as well as having the option to be either 
wall or pole mounted. These dependable units 
are available for either underground or over-
head entry and installation, and suitable for use 
as service equipment (SUSE). Our MSB 200-amp 
units have factory breaker terminal load lugs with 
3-hole load lug options. With separate covers on 
the meter socket section, built to specifically meet 
the NEC code, section 230.62 – these long-lasting 
units will be just what your facility has been look-
ing for. 

This product can be used in many different loca-
tions, for various projects and applications. With 
your meter socket and main breaker combined in 
one singular product, valuable time and money is 
saved, as well as being able to count on your fa-
cility, building or home to be safe and secure. Our 
Meter Socket with Circuit Breaker units that have 

the horn bypass option are approved for CECHA 
territories, and our lever bypass option being ap-
proved for MEG Utility territories. Ronk Electrical 
is here to make the products that you need easier 
and more sustainable. We have been in business 
70+ years and aim to continue to be your go-to 
manufacturer when it comes to phase converting, 
stray voltage isolating, emergency and generator 
backup power, and much more. 

www.ronkeletrical.com    •

Ronk Electrical MSB 200 AMP  Ronk Electrical MSB 200 AMP  
Meter Socket Circuit BreakerMeter Socket Circuit Breaker
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They’ll Never Want to Take Off Brass Knuckle® SmartFlex™ 400 Series  

With long-lasting comfort comes increased compliance. That’s the thought behind the SmartFlex™ 400 
Series hand protection from Brass Knuckle®. Three gloves, each designed with a 13-gauge nylon shell 
offering abrasion resistance, uncoated back and wrist to encourage all-day wear, and ultra-thin poly-
urethane coating on the palm and finger area for an amazingly sensitive gripping surface. Every glove 
in the 400 Series enables accurate handling of even the smallest of parts, whether in dry or light oil 
applications.

These thin-gauge general purpose gloves are ideal for everything from electronics repair to small parts 
assembly. The SmartFlex 400 Series combines outstanding dexterity, lightweight comfort, and protec-
tion from injury. BK401 is black nylon with gray coating to conceal dirt and grime. BK402 is white-on-
white, making it easy to identify foreign particles on the glove, ideal for inspectors and quality control. 
BK403 is black nylon with a black coating, a tough-looking concealer for grimy projects. Each model is 
available in seven different sizes with color-coded cuffs to simplify re-issuance.

Each glove in the series is carefully constructed, designed for fit, but also cost-competitive. The light-
weight, 13-gauge nylon shell provides dexterity and grip and is more lint-free than polyester. A grippy 

Three Gloves, Three Gloves, 
One Mission: One Mission: 
Comfortable Comfortable 
ComplianceCompliance
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but not sticky polyurethane coating on the palm and fingers makes the 400 Series excellent for dry-grip 
applications.

400 Series gloves are ideal for many applications not requiring cut-level protection, from automotive to 
warehouse to light construction and assembly. Designed for maximum comfort and ease of use for all-
day wear, the 400 Series offers protection and helps increase wearer compliance. Workers will never 
feel like they have to take these gloves off.

For more information, visit www.brassknuckleprotection.com    •

About Brass Knuckle
Brass Knuckle® grew out of a partnership with one of North America’s oldest dedicated safety product supply 
companies. From product inception to quality control, we manage every aspect of product development to 
ensure ergonomics, protection, and cost efficiency, maximizing compliance and safety. Brass Knuckle is a 
member of the Volk Enterprises family of companies, whose international strategic alliances with document-
ed professional supply partners allow for a full range of safety products, programs, and services to clients 
across the globe. For more information, contact Brass Knuckle® Safety Products, 1335 Ridgeland Parkway, 
Suite 120, Alpharetta, GA 30004. Phone: 770-674-8930. www.brassknuckleprotection.com.
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A proud American manufacturer, Kansas City based and family-owned Milbank Manufacturing’s 
products have been powering the United States and beyond since our inception in 1927. Milbank 
set the standard for high-quality metering equipment and enclosures and has contributed signifi-
cantly to technological advancements in the electrical industry. 

From the meter socket powering your home to the enclosed control distributing power to traffic 
lighting or EV charging stations, it is likely that you encounter one of our products several times 
a day. Milbank’s collective talent works to advance electrical technologies and power distribution 
capabilities from our four American manufacturing facilities.

Our metering, enclosures, RV/mobile home pedestals, and enclosed controls product lines are well-
equipped to meet customer needs head-on and provide solutions in a rapidly evolving world. 

Metering:
Milbank has a metering solution for every application. We have products approved by thousands of 
utilities across the United States.  Milbank offers hundreds of different types of single-position, res-
idential, and self-contained meter sockets, as well as instrument rated meter sockets. Applications 
range from a single-family home to a large industrial factory. There are hundreds of configurations 
available, including many sizes, knockout configurations, terminal configurations, hubs, locks and 
connectors.

Enclosures:  
Milbank’s line of commercial enclosures includes the full gamut of styles and sizes; with everything 
from junction boxes and transformer cabinets to telephone cabinets, wireway and push button 
enclosures, Milbank has a solution for your enclosure needs including NEMA 1 and 3R solutions.  

Enclosed Controls: 
No matter your power distribution needs, Milbank enclosed controls have a solution. Put all your 
needs inside one secure enclosure and keep your power safe, secure and with a smaller footprint.  

Milbank enclosed controls provide power distribution for outdoor lighting, traffic controls, EV 
charging and more. All necessary components are housed inside one secure enclosure.  

Let Milbank power your next project by visiting milbankworks.com    •

Company Profile:
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MULTI-APPLICATIONS, SELECTABLE TEMPERATURE, 

MULTI-COLORS, NOT SOLD SEPARATELY

With the SLIMLED MULTI you can easily convert a standard 

Octagon Box into a recessed downlight. 

Fire-rated when 
installed in a � re-rated 

Octagon Box

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

2700K

3000K

3500K

4000K

5000K

ULTRA-THIN LIGHT WEIGHT & DURABLE DESIGN 8,000 - 12,500 - 16,000 - 25,000 LUMEN OPTIONS

W W W . V O L T E C P O W E R L I G H T I N G . C O M

TEMPORARY LIGHTING & POWER
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At high-profile stadium venues, Advanced Emergency Responder Communication Enhancement Systems  
(ERCES) can help eliminate potential dead zones to allow first responders to stay connected

At stadiums across the country, first responders including police, fire and Emergency Medical Services 
(EMS) depend on reliable two-way radio communication when lives and property are at risk. In-building 
radio signals are often blocked or attenuated by structures that are large and primarily constructed of 
metal and concrete and with below grade areas. When this occurs, weak or obstructed signals result in 
radio communication “dead zones” that can jeopardize emergency coordination among first respond-
ers.

Stadiums bring together thousands of spectators and participants for games, concerts and other gath-
erings, making real-time radio coordination among police, fire and EMS services essential. This is not 
only necessary for routine traffic, crowd control and medical services but also to facilitate response to 
the unexpected. Incidents can range from transporting an injured player to the hospital to responding 
immediately to a fire or other emergency on the premise. When lives are on the line, a quick, coordi-
nated response can help deescalate a situation before it intensifies. 

“Stadiums often have one or two levels below grade, which is a major problem for emergency commu-

Stadiums Can Keep Emergency  Stadiums Can Keep Emergency  
Communications Out of the “Dead Zone”Communications Out of the “Dead Zone”
By Del Williams
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nication. Pre-cast walls, pipes, rebar or structural 
steel can also disrupt communication, which can 
be prevalent in areas such as stairwells or tunnels. 
Signal failure in any critical area will require in-
stalling an Emergency Responder Communication 
Enhancement Systems (ERCES),” says Deron Bone, 
president of RF DAS Systems, Inc., a national 
provider of emergency responder radio coverage 
systems for more than 30 years.

ERCES are mandated by fire code in most places 
for the construction of new stadiums and some 
existing stadiums. These advanced systems boost 
the signal within all areas of the stadium, provid-
ing clear, two-way radio communication without 
dead spots. 

“Basically, all stadiums from high school to col-
lege to pro need an ERCES since there can be 
communication dead spots throughout. Many do 
not have these systems, so testing is essential to 
support safety and compliance,” adds Bone.

State-of-the-art ERCES are available that amplify 
and accommodate all the necessary emergency 
signals required, even in the largest stadiums. 
The approach facilitates meeting all codes while 
reducing overall installation cost and complexity 
–helping to expedite tight project deadlines.

A World-Class Stadium
Recently, RF DAS Systems installed an ERCES at a 
new West Coast stadium with more than 30,000 
seat capacity, that hosts both professional and 
collegiate sports as well as large festivals, concerts 
and events. 

According to Bone, when RF DAS Systems initially 
conducted a pre-test on the stadium, there was 

no signal in much of the first floor and the entire 
lower level, so installing additional antennas was 
required in the ERCES system throughout these 
areas.

“Even though a radio transmission tower is close, 
there were a number of weak points in coverage 
that needed to be accommodated,” says Bone.

ERCES were first introduced in the 2009 Interna-
tional Building Code. The latest version requires 
all buildings to have an approved level of emer-
gency communication coverage for first respond-
ers. 

ERCES systems function by connecting through 
an over-the-air link that the installer optimizes 
to the public safety radio communications tower 
network using a rooftop directional antenna. This 
antenna is then connected via coaxial cable to a 
bi-directional amplifier (BDA), which increases the 
signal level to provide sufficient coverage within 
a stadium based on life safety standards. The 
BDA is connected to a distributed antenna sys-
tem (DAS), a network of relatively small antennas 
installed throughout the structure that serve as 
repeaters to improve the signal coverage in any 
isolated areas.

In stadiums, multiple amplifiers are usually re-
quired to drive an adequate signal level across the 
system. 

Fire, police and EMS frequencies vary across the 
country. To increase safety and compliance, the 
specific radio frequency used must be customized 
to the stadium configuration, the frequencies 
used by emergency services specifically in the 
area, and the geographic topography (nearby 
hills, mountains, etc.). The design usually involves 
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tuning the ERCES to prevent signal interference 
with other frequencies and avoid running afoul 
of the FCC, which can levy significant fines when 
violations occur. 

To streamline the process, Bone selected the Fi-
plex by Honeywell BDA and fiber DAS system. 

The compliant, FCC-certified system was devel-
oped to reliably provide superior RF amplification 
and coverage without noise, enhancing two-way 
radio signal strength inside buildings including 
stadiums. The system is specifically designed to 
meet NFPA and IBC/IFC code compliance with the 
UL 2524 Second Edition listing.

One vital aspect that sets the Fiplex ERCES apart 
is that Fiplex can “tune” the device to the channels 
used before shipping. The installer can further 
optimize the BDA’s RF tuning onsite to achieve 
the precise frequency required with channel 
selective, software programmable or adjustable 
bandwidths. This mitigates the issue of wideband 
transmission, which can otherwise cause outside 
interference in highly congested RF environments 
like stadiums and potentially lead to FCC fines.

Bone points out another aspect that distinguishes 
Fiplex BDAs from other digital signal boosters: the 
availability of a dual-band option for dedicated 
UHF or VHF models. 

“One of the best features of the system is that it 
can incorporate both UHF and VHF in one unit, 
which saves space and simplifies installation. 
Previously, I had to purchase separate units,” says 
Bone.

To meet tight deadlines, companies rely on OEMs 
to quickly deliver ERCES system components.

“My customers cannot wait eight weeks, let alone 
18 to 20 weeks, for an amplifier. Although this 
happens in the industry, I don’t have that problem 
with Fiplex. They coordinate with us so we always 
have a ready supply,” says Bone.

For the stadium project, RF DAS Systems relayed 
the specific fire, police, EMS and public service 
frequencies to Fiplex, which programmed the RF 
signal band. 

Bone appreciates how the ERCES system en-
hances design flexibility. This can be particularly 
important after a stadium project is complete if 
modifications are made or a certain material is 
denser and more prone to blocking RF signals 
than originally believed.

“With a BDA software upgrade, I can change the 
amplifier from a half-watt to a two-watt BDA. That 
flexibility is key because it allows easy adjustment, 
so I don’t need to purchase and install another 
amplifier if a structure is denser than I thought,” 
says Bone. 

Additionally, the compact size of the BDA eases 
installation. “Fiplex’s BDA is much smaller than the 
industry norm, and has its own mounting bracket, 
which streamlines field installation.” He notes that 
the system’s DAS and fiber components are much 
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easier to install than the equipment he previously 
used.

For Bone, installing a reliable system that works 
as expected is the most important aspect of any 
project. 

“When there’s an incident at a stadium, like an 
injured player who is taken off the field by am-
bulance, it is a communications frenzy with RF 
signals flying everywhere – which is tough on an 
ERCES system, but if you are installing a quality 
system, then everything is okay,” says Bone.

This was put to the test when the final sign-off by 
the AHJ (Authority Having Jurisdiction) was the day 
of the first game, due to tight timelines for stadi-
um completion. 

The inspection went off without a hitch and the 
fire marshal signed off on the ERCES.

“The Fiplex system passed with flying colors,” con-
cludes Bone.

To avoid delays and technical challenges, stadium 
developers, architects and engineering firms can 
benefit from an expert contractor’s familiarity 
with ERCES requirements. With quick shipment of 
an advanced ERCES tuned by the manufacturer 
to the required RF channel, a skilled contractor 
can install and further optimize the device to the 
specific local band frequencies. The approach 
expedites the project and compliance, enhancing 
safety during an emergency.

For more information, contact Megan McGovern, 
Director of External Communications at Honeywell 
Building Technologies: email: megan.mcgovern@
honeywell.com; or call: 404-216-6186.

www.honeywell.com    •
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Voltec Power & Lighting is excited to announce the 

addition of a brand new surge protected power 

strip to its current offering of power distribution 

solutions.  Whether working at your home or office, 

our line of power strips can protect your devices 

and appliances from damage caused by electri-

cal surges.  This new model features a total of (8) 

NEMA 5-15 standard receptacles, with 3 of the 8 

being transformer outlets.  These are specially de-

signed and spaced out to handle larger plugs that 

can sometimes block multiple outlets.  In addition 

to these traditional receptacles, this strip comes 

equipped with (2) 3.4 Amp USB Ports.  These are 

versatile and can be used to charge phones, tablets 

and other devices with USB-A style cords, without 

the need for a charging cube/plug.

The cord attached is 6ft in length, and made with 

Heavy Duty 14/3 AWG SJT cable.  The NEMA 5-15 

plug is a right angle design, which allows you to 

plug in flush to the wall behind furniture.  This fea-

ture also allows you to push your desk or couch as 

close to the wall as possible, for a cleaner look and 

less wasted space.  Traditional plugs protrude from 

the wall, making them more likely to become un-

plugged accidentally, causing nuisance shut downs, 

New Product from  
Voltec Power & Lighting
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and possible safety hazards.

The Unit itself is rated up to 2,100 Joules, and is 

equipped with a 15 Amp Circuit Breaker Switch.  

The on/off switch has an indicator light, letting 

you know if there is power to the device.  Use with 

confidence, as this is a UL Certified Surge Protect-

ed Power Strip, which ensures 

it meets all specifications and 

claims as per UL‚Äôs rigorous 

protocol and testing process.

Additional Spec Summary: 

• Rated 15 Amps ‚Äì 1,875 

• Watts at 125 Volts 

• Clamping Voltage of 500V (L-

N, L-G, N-G) 

• 20 dB EMI/RFT Filtration 

• Frequency ‚Äì 150Khz ‚Äì 30 

Mh

For more information about this 

product and our full line of prod-

ucts please visit our website. 

www.voltecindustries.com    • 
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Electrification of Sherman+Reilly equipment is transforming customer

TRANSFORM YOUR PULL
WITH THE ALL NEW

ELECTRIC DUCT DAWG

inventing what’s next

expectations, with an all-electric drivetrain built to exceed all-day use, no matter
how tough the job gets. The On-board Rapid Recharge System by S+R™ provides
superior performance and automatic battery management to ensure every job is
completed without interruption or concern for battery capacity. Plus, receive real

time industry leading support with S+R Telematics™ at no additional cost.
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